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Knives out house decor

Getty It may be stereotypical (OK, we totally), but there's something about the idea of a typical husband shopping for floral draperies or vintage wardrobe pulls that makes us giggle. In reality, given the free creative reign, we've got the artifacts that would be a bit like this: 1. A pillowcase would smell like
bacon. And we don't mean you can afford a daily morning-in-bed ritual. We regret to inform you that bacon-scented pillows are not only dreams, but actually a completely real thing. 2. Function beat form each time. A flat-screen TV would be the only element of the gallery wall, it would be hung draperies
or mini-blinds (never both), and the vintage dining table would morph into a place where you store your dinnerware, always the ready for your next meal. RELATED: 9 Brilliant Ways to Decorate Around your TV » 3. Your walls would be beige, your couch would be beige, and your pillows would be beige,
and your... You get the point. Because accent color isn't in the dictionary of modern men. Getty 4. Each chair would be overfilled and comfortable, waiting to sedi up. And, of course, they all sat back at the touch of a button. 5. Star Wars posters (if appropriate only for his college dorm), would be paper on
the bedroom walls. Playing devil's lawyer, they're back in style. 6. There would be a teeny little TV in the bathroom. And you may never see him again. (Ok, we recognize we'd use it as well. Point to the husbands.) Getty 7. You'd have exactly two pillows in your bed. After all, this is all that is needed for a
restful night's sleep. And what's the point of an uncomfortable, decorative pillow covered with initiation? 8. You can sleep in red satin (or, well, satin inspired) sheets every night. The key to every love nest, obviously. Getty 9. Sports logos would be the only printed on the sky. And his high school baseball
trophies would serve as valuable family heirlooms. 10. Anything live would be replaced by the faux version. Why do you have a real, time-sucking houseplant when you can have an un caring fake? Don't turn your back on the lawn; One day, you might come home to AstroTurf. Tell us: How would your
husband decorate his house? Read more at Home Decor:• This girl's bedroom fits a modern princess • 9 Clever Ways to Make a New House Feel Like Home • Paint Colors Designers Always Use Photos: Getty This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help
users get email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content piano.io Photo: courtesy White House Historical Association of the President's House, said the inventor Samuel Morse in 1819 should invest in something of splendour ... it's a credit to the nation. This observation -
along with 200 years of White House decoration-inspired by the title of a new exhibition, Something of Splendor: Decorative Arts at the White House, at the Smithsonian American Art Museum in Renwick Washington, D.C. Timed to coincide with the 50th anniversary of the White House Historical
Association (Jacqueline Kennedy helped find the group), the show gives a rare opportunity to view some national treasures up close. The highlights include a box lined with block printed wallpaper selected by Dolley Madison and used in the White House before the British burned it down in 1814; a red
service plate from the 1982 Reagan State of China; and an eagle-festooned coverlet that Grace Coolidge spent two years crocheting by hand. Something to shine: Decorative Arts at the White House through May 6, 2012; americanart.si.edu click here to see the gallery of the President's Choice. This
content was created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content to piano.io I added to a dining room. It really changed the way we live. I originally designed the house with a
combined kitchen - dining room, but it became more of a kitchen - living room. It's wonderful for casual small groups, but I realized the need - wanted - for a real dining room as well. I designed it in a French orange style. We don't have to limit ourselves to eight guests. We can have dinner for 24 people. -
ROBERT COUTURIER We have made many quiet upgrades to our 1920s shingles and stone house. The most dramatic is a new room, which was added with granite walls, antique French limestone floors, a 6-foot limestone fireplace and vaulted ceilings with old oak beams. Even though it's a
modernization, it looks so appropriate that when the building inspector came to see it, he asked where the new structure was! JACQUELYNNE P. LANHAM I never wanted to be a collector. But as my acquisitions grew, I had to accept them. A lot more tables, a lot more bookshelves, and a lot less wall
space. It's like I'm living on the set of the Blob – Nothing can stop it! MICHAEL FORMICA For years, I dreamed of an Indian-style bathroom. I finally took the plunge. This is my new shelter - glamorous, glittering, magical. I'm also back in the closet. Now I'm going to find everything without being frenetic.
Organizing and de-crowding changed my life!-JENNIFER GARRIGUES My home is much calmer, less rigid. As I've matured, I've gotten comfortable with the serendipitous migration of things. I'm less of a slave to put things back where they belong. The chairs had to sit at the perfect right angle to the
couch, but, you know, it's good to be slanted so I can look out the window or see the TV more easily. And I noticed that people are more relaxed when they come over because it's not very perfect. BARRY DIXON I changed my art and accessories three or four times. I'm going to find something great, and
I'm going to change everything in the room. I bought a huge 62 x-94 19. in the library. Karl Springer's amoeba-shaped, polished brass and stone smoking table sealed the rest of the living rooms. A new piece can take time in a whole new direction. - JAMES SWAN It really hasn't changed much at all since
I recently moved. It's still a big question mark about what I'm going to do with my new home. All I know is that I want to live more casually beautiful things. I got rid of most of the things I've had in the last 10 years, and at the moment the emptiness is very nice. BARBARA BARRY I installed a flat-screen TV
in my cabin on Long Island, but I hated what it looked like, so I built a bookshelf around it. It seemed like a good time for cleanup and editing, and I ended up taking five carloads of bric-a-brac from the Salvation Army. I always tinkered, but it didn't bother the original atmosphere of the place, I just changed
some fabric here and there. I always say one day I'm going to turn it from a fishing boat into a modern home. But who knows what's next....-ANTHONY Baratta's houses and style have evolved a lot – mainly because of my wife, Tatiana. The interiors now have more contrast. They're richer, more textured
– and much, much softer. —CAMPION PLATT This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io The consultant and Black In Corporate founder
blended creativity and willfulness when furnishing her homeExtend for the outdoor season and get ready to smell the campfire Every inch of this floating home tailoredJoined the huge NYC exodus, these first-time homeowners learned a lot about the process We talked about black sustainability influencers
for business owners with their experiences in the green community We asked the experts if decorating the holidays really lifts the spirits&nbsp; Let the fashion designer make mesh curtains and metal rods look incredibly goodFor the woodworker lovingly renovated a tumbledown shed, the perfect
environment for creating indoor-outdoor livingHezA gastronomic interior design expert Gala Magriñá teaches us how to have a conscious festive seasonUp alone, even hosting, this year's festive season can be tougher than usual; Nbsp; Interior designer Noah Prades has completely transformed this 818-
square-foot apartment into an 818-square-foot apartment for a young art couple forEach room with its own atmosphere in a building that combines old and newFor the first time, the designer's famous Harlem Toile de Jouy design upholstery accessibly priced furniture and household itemsPlus, the
designer shares his tips on how to upgrade his own spaceAll pieces lived in a previous life All items on this site were chosen as a Woman's Day editor. We may receive commissions for some items that you purchase. Make over every room in your home with these lovely touches on October 21, 2013
david a. land download over room in your home home these are nice touches 1 9 Little Details, Big Style Jessica Davis, who designs and sells wardrobe buttons and pulls, spends her days thinking about the little things: the tweaks shape that her hardware not only looks good, but works well as well. The
small business owner, who started his company Nest Studio in 2012, is keeping a close eye on his budget. After Jessica, her husband Scott, and son Bryan, 2, moved to a 1,400-square-foot house in New Jersey last fall, she began transforming it into a thrifty trick at a time. Here are some of his favorite
ideas. The ceiling is painted pale gray (from $36.99 a gallon; Sherwin-Williams.com). It's more interesting than white, Jessica says, and makes the room look a little higher. 2 9 Delicate Detail Jessica sewn the Roman shades in this living room nooks herself into blue-gray canvas and orange-flecked ribbon
with a simple trim. Simple plastic overs make mirror-paneled cabinets with a subtle fretwork effect (Natalie 9.45 x 18.65, $22.50 each; MyOverlays.com). 3 of the 9 Great Graphic Neutrals are safe for high-value items such as the Dome, but a prominent piece, like this Craigslist-find chair, is reupholstered
with a graphical fabric ($32 per yard; SpoonFlower.com) expresses an entertaining personality. 4/9 Bargain Buy A Coffee Table Under $50? Yes! Jessica attached brass corners ($2.99 each; HomeDepot.com) onto two LACK tables at IKEA ($12.99 each; Ikea.com) for individual appearance. 5/9 Tips and
Tricks Cheaper than mosaic tiles and easy to repaint and future changes – an allover floor stencil justifies the room and gives it style. Jessica painted it on, then covered the pattern with two layers of polyurethane. Shipibo stencil, $39.95; CuttingEdgeStencils.com Natural textures like bamboo window
shades ($44.95 each; HomeDepot.com) and the wand seats on the café chairs lend warmth to the kitchenette. Jessica sewed a shower curtain into a slipcover on the bench when she noticed the gray fit of paint on the floor. Adding both color and comfort, a group of cheerful pillows ($20 each;
Etsy.com/Shop/IkatandBatik) that the built-in is really inviting. The 9 kitchen display-worthy storage units are available for drawers to maximize open storage. Jessica fills the rattan baskets with bedding, plastic and more. Modern weave vintage basket, $39; WestElm.com Doors, painted high-gloss black
(from $36.99 a gallon; Sherwin-Williams.com), pop against the light colored trim. Add a bump orange to the small rectangle varnish tray ($39; WestElm.com). Jessica used her own copper hardware (from $40 Shop.NestEagleRock.com) to lend an elegant anamtic analyzer to Shaker-style cabinets. 7/9
Games Room The energetic multi-striped rug offers Jessica's son a soft play space and gives real space. Dobry 6' x 9' cotton carpet, $208; DashandAlbert.com unlike the calm grays in the rest of the room, it's warm yellow paint (from $40.99 a gallon; the space brightens up. Image Borders ($9.99 9.99
Ikea.com) the landing pads of developing wall art and bedtime need items like children's books. 8/9 Bedroom Jessica fell in love with these yellow paisley curtains ($29.99 each; Target.com), but not the grommet hardware, so he turned the tops of the French folds. Bamboo side tables for storage, not bulk.
Serena &amp; Lily South Seas sidecar, $295; SerenaandLily.com pillows from Jessica's travels to pull in the sheets. A pair of framed wallpaper panels with a large touch of small space. You can find wallpaper at a fraction of the cost of an oil painting, and the colors and patterns are just as beautiful, he
says. Schumacher Annabelle Vine Primary, $76.75 per 13.5' roll; DecoratorsBest.com 9 9 9 12 unexpected ways to get the most out of every space in the house These small space decorating ideas, storage solutions, and smart finds will help you maximize every square foot, regardless of the size of your
house. Next decorating blue advertising – Continue Reading Under This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users get email addresses. For more information about this and similar content, see piano.io piano.io
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